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specifications many are common to 567 and 710 engines all 645 engines are two stroke 45
degree v engines each cylinder is of 645 cubic inches 10 57 l displacement hence the name
with a bore of 9 1 16 inches 230 mm a stroke of 10 inches 254 mm and a compression ratio
of 14 5 1 last revised october 10 2023 by adam burns the electro motive division s model
645 prime mover further advanced the builder s dominance in the locomotive marketplace
the diesel engine was born from a need to offer increased horsepower since the reliable
model 567 which had been in production since 1938 and finally reached the limit of the
general motors emd engine line is typical of the two stroke diesel breed these engines were
introduced in the 1930s and power a large number of the diesel locomotives found in the
united states there have been three successive series in the emd line the 567 series the
645 series and the 710 series the numbers refer to the number of the diesel power
solutions approach to 645 emd engine overhaul diesel power solutions adopts a systematic
approach to overhauling the 645 emd engine focusing on critical components that influence
performance our process begins with a comprehensive inspection to identify wear patterns
and potential concerns the emd 645 is a family of diesel engines that was designed and
manufactured by the electro motive division of general motors while the 645 series was
intended primarily for locomotive marine and stationary engine use one 16 cylinder version
powered the 33 19 titan prototype haul truck designed by gm s terex division article by
preston cook the electro motive 645 and 710 series diesels are used in many modern tugs
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as well as a wide variety of other marine propulsion and generating applications the 645
series engine has a cylinder bore of 9 1 16 inches and a stroke of 10 inches and was built in
8 12 and 16 cylinder normally aspirated roots blower up to 25 57 tonnes 25 17 long tons 28
19 short tons chronology predecessor emd 645 successor emd 1010 the heavily redesigned
and refined emd 265h to meet tier 4 emission standard the emd 710 is a line of diesel
engines built by electro motive diesel previously general motors electro motive division the
emd 645 is a family of diesel engines that was designed and manufactured by the electro
motive division of general motors while the 645 series was intended primarily for
locomotive marine and stationary engine use one 16 cylinder version powered the 33 19
titan prototype haul truck designed by gm s terex division in the dynamic landscape of
diesel power the emd 567 645 and 710 engines have each played a pivotal role driving
locomotives marine vessels and industrial applications with unparalleled strength and
efficiency as these engines age ensuring their continued optimal performance becomes
imperative the sounds of the emd 645 diesel engine start up idling and notch 8 watwarehd
2 45k subscribers subscribed 1 1k 163k views 12 years ago this is a video about the nysw
yard job ws 1 approved for public release distribution is unlimited view and download
electro motive emd 645 user manual online 645 series emd 645 engine pdf manual
download let us source your parts we are a manufacture s rep for the emd engine in the
marine rail and power industrial markets worldwide we offer a complete line of 567 645 and
710 parts send us a message the electromotive 645 diesel engine by preston cook i n three
decades of production following its introduction in 1965 the electro motive 645 series diesel
engine became one of the most 645 series brand electro motive category engine size 20 49
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mb table of contents 5 1 introduction 8 environmental compliance and navy need 8
selection of no control technology 9 installation and testing of prototype dual fuel muse
diesel generator 9 organization of the guide 10 product view 11 emd 645 diesel engine
start up 844steamtrain 28 7k subscribers 191 12k views 5 years ago an emd sd40 2 with a
645 engine starting up at night laramie wyoming see my facebook page 3 4m views 7 years
ago we are in the engine room of an old tug built in 1960 by blount marine where we see
the full blow down and start up of the roots blown emd 16 645e3 engine enjoy the the emd
645 is a 45 degree v block engine that has a cylinder bore of 9 1 16 inches and a stroke of
10 inches two stroke diesels need forced induction to operate and the 645 was built in 8 12
and 16 cylinder roots blower versions and in 8 12 16 and 20 cylinder turbocharged versions
emd engine maintentance manual for model 645f3b engines the crhs s conrail artifact
archive accession number 2020 001 034 item type equipment manuals object creation date
photo date etc 12 31 1969 equipment class gp49 storage location crhs archives box
number crhs box 20200102 provenance origin donated by don oltmann 2019 the 645 series
engines entered production in 1965 all 645 engines utilize forced induction with either a
roots blower or a turbocharger the 645 series has a maximum engine speed of between
900 and 950 revolutions per minute rpm an increase over the 800 to 900 rpm maximum
speed for the 567 series locomotives the 645 series has a maximum engine speed of
between 900 and 950 revolutions per minute rpm an increase over the 800 to 900 rpm
maximum speed for the 567 series
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specifications many are common to 567 and 710 engines all 645 engines are two stroke 45
degree v engines each cylinder is of 645 cubic inches 10 57 l displacement hence the name
with a bore of 9 1 16 inches 230 mm a stroke of 10 inches 254 mm and a compression ratio
of 14 5 1

emd 645 engine american rails com
Mar 15 2024

last revised october 10 2023 by adam burns the electro motive division s model 645 prime
mover further advanced the builder s dominance in the locomotive marketplace the diesel
engine was born from a need to offer increased horsepower since the reliable model 567
which had been in production since 1938 and finally reached the limit of

general motors emd engines howstuffworks
Feb 14 2024



the general motors emd engine line is typical of the two stroke diesel breed these engines
were introduced in the 1930s and power a large number of the diesel locomotives found in
the united states there have been three successive series in the emd line the 567 series the
645 series and the 710 series the numbers refer to the number of

the comprehensive guide to overhauling the 645 emd
engine
Jan 13 2024

the diesel power solutions approach to 645 emd engine overhaul diesel power solutions
adopts a systematic approach to overhauling the 645 emd engine focusing on critical
components that influence performance our process begins with a comprehensive
inspection to identify wear patterns and potential concerns

emd 645 wikiwand
Dec 12 2023

the emd 645 is a family of diesel engines that was designed and manufactured by the
electro motive division of general motors while the 645 series was intended primarily for



locomotive marine and stationary engine use one 16 cylinder version powered the 33 19
titan prototype haul truck designed by gm s terex division

history of the emd 645 and 710 industrial marine
power
Nov 11 2023

article by preston cook the electro motive 645 and 710 series diesels are used in many
modern tugs as well as a wide variety of other marine propulsion and generating
applications the 645 series engine has a cylinder bore of 9 1 16 inches and a stroke of 10
inches and was built in 8 12 and 16 cylinder normally aspirated roots blower

emd 710 wikipedia
Oct 10 2023

up to 25 57 tonnes 25 17 long tons 28 19 short tons chronology predecessor emd 645
successor emd 1010 the heavily redesigned and refined emd 265h to meet tier 4 emission
standard the emd 710 is a line of diesel engines built by electro motive diesel previously
general motors electro motive division



emd 645 diesel engine trains and railroads
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the emd 645 is a family of diesel engines that was designed and manufactured by the
electro motive division of general motors while the 645 series was intended primarily for
locomotive marine and stationary engine use one 16 cylinder version powered the 33 19
titan prototype haul truck designed by gm s terex division

a comprehensive guide to overhauling emd 567 645
and 710
Aug 08 2023

in the dynamic landscape of diesel power the emd 567 645 and 710 engines have each
played a pivotal role driving locomotives marine vessels and industrial applications with
unparalleled strength and efficiency as these engines age ensuring their continued optimal
performance becomes imperative
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the sounds of the emd 645 diesel engine start up idling and notch 8 watwarehd 2 45k
subscribers subscribed 1 1k 163k views 12 years ago this is a video about the nysw yard
job ws 1

electro motive emd 645 user manual pdf download
manualslib
Jun 06 2023

approved for public release distribution is unlimited view and download electro motive emd
645 user manual online 645 series emd 645 engine pdf manual download

emd engine list 567 645 710 parts cores engines
May 05 2023



let us source your parts we are a manufacture s rep for the emd engine in the marine rail
and power industrial markets worldwide we offer a complete line of 567 645 and 710 parts
send us a message

electro motive 645 diesel engine by philip hom issuu
Apr 04 2023

the electromotive 645 diesel engine by preston cook i n three decades of production
following its introduction in 1965 the electro motive 645 series diesel engine became one of
the most

electro motive emd 645 manuals manualslib
Mar 03 2023

645 series brand electro motive category engine size 20 49 mb table of contents 5 1
introduction 8 environmental compliance and navy need 8 selection of no control
technology 9 installation and testing of prototype dual fuel muse diesel generator 9
organization of the guide 10 product view 11



emd 645 diesel engine start up youtube
Feb 02 2023

emd 645 diesel engine start up 844steamtrain 28 7k subscribers 191 12k views 5 years ago
an emd sd40 2 with a 645 engine starting up at night laramie wyoming see my facebook
page

tugboat emd 16 645e3 blow down and start up
youtube
Jan 01 2023

3 4m views 7 years ago we are in the engine room of an old tug built in 1960 by blount
marine where we see the full blow down and start up of the roots blown emd 16 645e3
engine enjoy the

electro motive gm 645 2 stroke diesel by epi inc
Nov 30 2022



the emd 645 is a 45 degree v block engine that has a cylinder bore of 9 1 16 inches and a
stroke of 10 inches two stroke diesels need forced induction to operate and the 645 was
built in 8 12 and 16 cylinder roots blower versions and in 8 12 16 and 20 cylinder
turbocharged versions

emd engine maintentance manual for model 645f3b
engines
Oct 30 2022

emd engine maintentance manual for model 645f3b engines the crhs s conrail artifact
archive accession number 2020 001 034 item type equipment manuals object creation date
photo date etc 12 31 1969 equipment class gp49 storage location crhs archives box
number crhs box 20200102 provenance origin donated by don oltmann 2019

bulletin emd 16 645e 2exh nt ed4 esu
Sep 28 2022

the 645 series engines entered production in 1965 all 645 engines utilize forced induction
with either a roots blower or a turbocharger the 645 series has a maximum engine speed of



between 900 and 950 revolutions per minute rpm an increase over the 800 to 900 rpm
maximum speed for the 567 series locomotives

emd 645 explained
Aug 28 2022

the 645 series has a maximum engine speed of between 900 and 950 revolutions per
minute rpm an increase over the 800 to 900 rpm maximum speed for the 567 series
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